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Spring Green newspaper releases results of 1st Annual ‘Best of the River Valley’ 
reader poll  

  
SPRING GREEN, WI — After a nearly two month long process, Valley Sentinel is pleased to announce 

the results of its 1st annual ‘Best of the River Valley’ reader poll for the Spring Green area.  
  
“Drawing inspiration from cities like Eau Claire, Madison and Milwaukee, we were excited to facilitate this 

reader poll that showcases the community’s voice in sharing the best of what our area has to offer to our 

community and those who visit it,” shared Nicole Aimone, Editor-in-Chief. “We hope ‘Best of the River 

Valley’ is the first place you look when planning a trip to the Spring Green area.  
  
The greater Spring Green area, encompassing Arena, Lone Rock, Plain, Spring Green and the 

surrounding region, along the Lower Wisconsin Riverway, are bound together by the River Valley School 

District and colloquially referred to as River Valley, hence ‘Best of the River Valley’.  
  
Home of American Players Theatre (APT), House on the Rock, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin and more, 

with winners announced in June, the Best of the River Valley was designed by Valley Sentinel to 

maximize engagement with Spring Green area businesses and attractions heading into the busy summer 

months. Especially important with various construction closures in the area, at a time everywhere is still 

grappling with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
  
Only Spring Green area residents were allowed to vote in the poll, with the date range of June 2020 – 

May 2021 considered for the poll. Exceptions were given to COVID-cancelled events that are annual and 

due to return. Residents could only vote once, popular write-ins were added to the poll, most of the 

categories were limited to the Valley (Arena, Lone Rock, Plain and Spring Green), with some exceptions. 

The greater area was included, more or less 15-20 miles around the Valley. There were questions that 

specifically stated they were regional, and others where all of Sauk, Iowa and Richland counties were 

included where otherwise the answers would be over-limiting.  
  
Over nearly two months, through weeks of nominations and almost a month of polls being open, 

hundreds voted on their community favorites for 2021. There were upsets, there were certainties and 

there were ties.   
  
Valley Sentinel viewed Best of the River Valley as not only a complement to existing guides that help 

community members and newcomers alike navigate the depth of arts & culture and more in the Spring 

Green area, but also a place to share where residents believe the area is headed, what the area needs to 

focus on, and also a place to brag about their business or favorite Old Fashioned, with a healthy 

competitive spirit.  
  
“We created categories and questions we felt represented a good cross section of the community, its 

services and where it’s going,” shared Taylor Scott, Managing Editor. “We hope it is thought-provoking 

and leads to not only celebration, but also new experiences and constructive conversations about what’s 

next for the community.”  
  
Valley Sentinel, which started in October 2020, is part of a new generation of news media built from the 

ground up by expatriates of the corporate media world in order to shift the trajectory of the journalism 

industry. Owned by its editors and started by two 20-somethings with less than $5,000, Valley Sentinel is 

https://valleysentinelnews.com/best-of/
https://americanplayers.org/
https://www.thehouseontherock.com/
https://www.taliesinpreservation.org/
https://www.springgreen.com/


seeking to change how community journalism is done with a hybrid, accessible model that focuses on 

community engagement.   
  
“The papers are free because we believe in a model that strives to reach people wherever and however 

they like their news,” said Scott. “We reject the failing, walled-garden subscription model of large, 

corporate newspapers. We believe that anyone who wants the news, should be able to get the news.”  
  
The results of the Best of the River Valley reader poll can be found 

at: https://valleysentinelnews.com/best-of/  
  
Aimone concluded, “Best of the River Valley is an extension of our passion to build community and is one 

of many ideas that we hope will become a part of what makes the Spring Green area so great.”   
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